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Sexy. Hot. Suspenseful.. A Movie Star
Romance from USA TODAYBestseller
Arianne Richmonde.*He wants to make a
new name for himself.She wants a fresh
start.But their reputations may destroy it
all....Movie director Jake Wild is the
wildest player in town, and he plays to win.
From a family of Hollywood royalty, Jake
is used to calling the shots. This time, Jakes
ready to win on his own terms--playing by
his own rules. His new movie will get him
right where he wants to be. Determined to
skyrocket to the top without his past
bringing him down, he refuses to let a
troubled starlet ruin his chance at
redemption. But when he meets the
hell-raising beauty, Star Davis, Jake
realizes he may have been wrong about the
trouble-making megastar.With a series of
bad choices and worse luck, Stars life took
a downward turn, spiraling out of control.
Now, shes back, and better than before--at
least thats her goal. Done with her crazy
antics and party-girl lifestyle, Stars ready
for the limelight again--reinventing the girl
they all once knew. But Jakes hellbent on
resisting Star and refusing to see the new
woman shes finally become. He wants the
liability on legs nowhere near his
upcoming blockbuster.Can two reformed
misfits battle the demons of their past and
create a beautiful chaos together?Lights,
camera, action...But the action is not what
they expected.**This is a standalone novel
with NO CLIFFHANGER.**
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